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First Miss CVC Chosen
Miss Linda Blankenship of Wise was chosen Miss Clinch Valley College tonight at the first such event ever staged. The contest was conducted in the Circle R. B. C. of Clinch Valley College and was held in the Livestock Auditorium.

Officers of the Spanish Club have just been elected and are: Jimmie Mayo, vice-president; Kay Lawson, secretary-treasurer; and Mary C. Wees, president.

On Wednesday, November 18, at 3 p.m., in the Jefferson Lounge, the Spanish Club sponsored a movie, "The Pride and the Passion," starring Cary Grant, Sophia Loren, and Bob Hope. The proceeds will aid the CVC Argentine students to go to Argentina in the summer.

Fall Conference Held
The annual Diocesan Conference Fall Conference was held October 30, November 1, 1964, at Hampton House in Hunting-McMack Park, Marion, Virginia. The guest speaker was the Reverend James C. Moore, Jr., of St. John's Episcopal Church, Wise. This year's theme was "The Church in the Southeastern Virginia area." The Bishop was Mary E. Berne, Bishop of Good Shepherd Diocese. The conference will be held April 28 thru May 2, 1965.

Sociology 5 Classes
Sociology 5 had two distinguishing features this semester; one, the Commonwealth Attorney of Wise County spoke on Juvenile Delinquency and, two, its cases, its activities, and its results. He also spoke on crime in general and some of the possible ways of combating it.

On November 12th, Mr. Ferguson, the social psychologist at the Out Station Clinic in Wise spoke on mental illness and its causes, effects, and treatments. There was some mention of what was regarded mental illness or legal insanity. Dr. Lowry was also mentioned for his work on the Federal Drug Administration, also spoke on a little drug addition and its treatment.

Seasonal
The cherry blossoms gladden spring with their prophetic offering, that equal joy, if not the same. We feel when maples burst in flame.

But equal joy, if not the same.
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Dear Editor -

I have never agreed with your view that students and professors should not be involved in extracurricular activities. As I look back on my college days, I can see how those activities helped me to develop as a person. The idea that we are too busy or too critical is a myth. We should encourage students to participate in sports, clubs, and other activities. I advocate it so long as you are content to "drift in the same little pattern, have it put on your school calendar; if we change the copy, we're ravenous. When we leave Ihe water, so the regulars. Sometimes Brenda goes to sleep, but we respectfully give it that little. There is a certain excitement to games and to enjoy these activities organized, unquestioned way, but make this a better, active and interesting time.

PERSONALITY OF THE WEEK

The August issue is to the Blue team, working on a deck from the Orange. The fourth game was played October 6th, the Grey team playing the Orange and the score was close, but we went with the Grey team. The second half was close, with no lead for either team, the Grey team winning 27-20. The third game was played October 6th, the Grey team playing the Blue team and the Grey team won easily on two touchdowns in the second half to lead 33-25. The final game was played October 6th, the Grey team playing the Grey team and the Grey team won 27-20. The third game was played October 6th, the Grey team playing the Grey team and the Grey team won 27-20. The final game was played October 6th, the Grey team playing the Grey team and the Grey team won 27-20.
**Free Bowling Lessons**

Have you heard the great news? The managers of the Wise County Bowling Center are offering free bowling lessons to any of the students or faculty of colleges that are interested in learning to bowl (or learning to improve their game) who are able to be given in five divisions. We have already had the first lesson on Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m. and there will be another lesson on Friday evening between 8:00 and 11:00 p.m. For about the first five or fifteen minutes, a film on "Learning To Bowl" will be shown. In our first lesson, suggestions were made for selecting a bowling ball, the proper stance, and suitable balls. Then we learned to hold the ball, the different throws, and the four steps walk-up pattern to be used. There were approximately 20 students present for our first lesson. We were divided into groups of four, and each group was supplied with a coach. With the help of the coaches, we all practiced using the patterns as shown on the film.

In our second lesson we learned the actual procedures used in throwing the ball. As in our first lesson, we divided into groups again and practiced those procedures. These lessons are proving to be very popular, as at the same time it is proving an opportunity for the students to meet other students and enjoy themselves. Everyone seems to have enjoyed the lessons, and I hope that more students are especially interested in bowling that they will seek the lessons that we have to spend about two hours each night with us and encourage everyone to take advantage of them.

We will be having three more lessons, if you still want to take them. We wish to express our many thanks to the managers of the bowling center for making this possible for us to be provided these lessons.

---

**CAVALIERS**

(Continued from page 9)

**FOOTBALL**

(Continued from page 9)

Donna and Wanda getting, one the two a far points by Campbell and Davis.

Bradley and Stallard each got two touchdowns for the Greyhounds in the first half, but Stallard gained a touchdown after the half against the Eye for Eye as they both scored touchdowns in the first half.

This game was played on Wednesday, October 30. A very tight defense game was played by both teams. Tight lines and head on blocks by the blue team gave them the 10-6 victory over the Greyhounds for championship. Both teams getting their own copy in the first half. The blue team struck first for the touchdowns in the first two quarters. W. N. D. returned punt for 40 yards for the first score. With the score being 9-0, the Brown led, the red team tried a pass. It was a strong pass was put by Bill Rea, Dugan, and Wharton. Dugan delivered the ball enough for Wharton to get his hand on it and ran for a total score and the third score. The Red team also scoring in the second half with Rusty Franzer getting their only score. The blue team won for prominence.

The battle with neither team scoring or giving any ground won the championship game for the Blue team.

**Don't Forget The Holly Bell Dec. 12**

**Two Nights In One—**

The text smelled like a test, and there seemed to be no way in the world that I could do it. I didn't care if I couldn't sleep. Brenda was staring at me like a fly. I got up and went to the doorway and was extremely disappointed to find that the sun was not shining. I ran out of there, but before I did, I had a sudden, clear light that flooded me. Brenda was staring at me, on both her body and expression. She was laughing and blushing intensified. The light faded out and there were the clouds of atmosphere on the sun.

I stopped outside. Brenda, my college girl, stirred into my head, and acknowledged me with a wag of her head and a nodding. I fixed up and the feeling of being insignificant vanished. Brenda crossed over me and took the two ears. I knew how to feel if I ended, but I couldn't get the course. I was not cold and dark and wet. A light breeze stirred the little brown house down the hillside above me, and the trees swayed and swished as the wind raised its fingers through those branches.

The night was dark and chill, and sinister animals prowled through the fields. Again the fox berthed and again the snow answered through the darkness. I stirred through those branches.

Brenda's breathing was comforting and comforting, and the closeness of the tent surrounded me with warmth and protection. I slipped into my bed, and went to sleep. I put my head to the little cookie and helped myself to another cookie.

The Deep South may now be to be fixed as a desert of Republicans north of Florida and south of Arkansas and Tennessee.

**GILLEY'S JEWELERS**

Kosta's Diamonds
Hamlet's Watches

**Big Stone Gap Va.**

**Eastern Gas Corporation**

Tappan - Dials - RCA Whipped Creamers - Tennesse

**Co-Gas — The Modern Fuel**

**Big Stone Gap Jr.**

**Compliments of**

**Of course, I fell asleep by the kindling of the forest** that is few so people really are more hunting. Life is a life what we perceive it to be. It is may be worth our while to realise that there is another and a better red alert.

---

**Wise County Bowling Center**

**Wise, Va.**

**Fun For Everyone**

From 8 to 80

---

**Cohen's Department Store**

"Quality Since 1880"